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Tweetable Highlights

- @moen introduces new Voss grab bars, providing a perfect match to popular Voss faucets Share
- Make every bath a safe bath; stylish and safe Voss grab bars from @moen Share

Bath Safety Is Stylish With New Voss™ Grab Bars
PERFECTLY MATCHING GRAB BARS NOW AVAILABLE TO COMPLETE THE VOSS SUITE

Key Facts

FINISHES
Brushed Nickel, Chrome, Oil Rubbed Bronze

PLATFORMS
12 to 24 inches

AVAILABILITY
Wholesale plumbing showrooms

Compatible with SecureMount Anchors

ADA compliant

North Olmsted, Ohio… Did you know nearly 235,000 people visit the hospital every year with injuries caused by falling in the bathroom? Fortunately, adding a grab bar to the slippery space can make the bath safer. Some homeowners may be reluctant to install safety elements to avoid having the bathroom look institutional. However, new Moen® Voss™ grab bars combine safety and style. The addition completes the popular transitional collection, which features matching faucets, accessories and showering products.
“The ‘living in place’ trend has opened up countless opportunities for consumers of all ages to create a safe and stylish bathroom, making grab bars an important add-on accessory for peace-of-mind,” said Chris Nealon, wholesale product manager, Moen. “Consumers told us they desire a unified look at an attractive price point, and we listened.”

**VOSS GRAB BARS FEATURE NOTABLE MOEN INNOVATIONS:**

**SecureMount™ System**

SecureMount™ Grab Bars feature a flange design that allows for secure installation into any stud at any angle. They are compatible with SecureMount Anchors which make it possible to quickly, easily and securely install a grab bar anywhere on the wall, with or without studs.

Voss grab bars also feature Moen’s limited lifetime warranty** to ensure superior quality.

For more information about the new Voss grab bars, visit moen.com or call 1-800-BUY-MOEN (1-800-289-6636).

###

*Centers for Disease Control and Prevention  
**For complete warranty information, visit moen.com.*

**LINKS TO ADDITIONAL ASSETS**


MOEN PRESS ROOM [http://www.moen.com/pressroom](http://www.moen.com/pressroom)

ABOUT MOEN

As the #1 faucet brand in North America, Moen offers a diverse selection of thoughtfully designed kitchen and bath faucets, showerheads, accessories, bath safety products, kitchen sinks and garbage disposals for residential applications – each delivering the best possible combination of meaningful innovation, useful features, on-trend styling and lasting value. In addition, Moen® Commercial offers superior-performing products that can deliver lower lifetime costs for today’s facilities.

Moen is part of Fortune Brands Home & Security, Inc. (NYSE: FBHS), which creates products and services that help fulfill the dreams of homeowners and help people feel more secure. The Company’s trusted brands include Moen® faucets, Master Lock® and Sentry® Safe security products, MasterBrand® cabinets and Therma-Tru® entry door systems. Fortune Brands holds market leadership positions in all of its segments. Fortune Brands is part of the S&P MidCap 400 Index. For more information, please visit www.FBHS.com.
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